What We Need From You:
It’s very important to us that we make this a smooth and simple process for both
of our companies. To get started we need some information from your
company. Please e-mail the info to us variance@generalmfg.net with the subject
line: "New Variance Request". Please ensure you send in ALL information in ONE
e-mail to us to simplify the process. The easiest way for both parties to keep all
the information straight would be to format the information in the order it is
below.














Attach a scanned copy of your current FFL to the e-mail
FULL name of one responsible person on the license (FIRST, MIDDLE, and LAST
NAME)
Official Title of this responsible person
Phone Number for ATF to call with any questions
E-Mail Address for ATF to e-mail with any questions
Type of Lower
Model Designation: i.e. M-16, M-4, XY-15, etc.
Caliber Designation: i.e. MULTI, 5.56mm, .300BLK, etc.
Serial Number Sequence: *Must be at least one letter and one number* i.e. GMC001
to GMC999 **NOTE: Even if you are not ordering them all at once, we recommend
placing a variance for a larger sequence so that we don’t need ATF approval (and the
30-90 day wait time) for each order you place. For example, if you choose XYZ0001
to XYZ9999 that allows you to order multiple times, up to 9,999 lowers, on this one
variance without having to ask permission from ATF again.
Attach graphic file for your logo (if applicable). Any format will work; HOWEVER, we
request a black and white line drawing. Basically, a white background (or no
background) with black lines to represent what will be engraved. We can make small
changes to graphics as necessary however we are NOT a graphics artist shop and
CANNOT create a logo for you. There is a one time $50 art fee for this as well.
Approximate quantity for your initial order

**TIP – We can put all styles/calibers of lowers we make on one variance request even if you’re not
ready to order them all!
At the time of order confirmation, a 25% deposit of your total order will be due
upon receipt. When your order is ready to be engraved (usually 24-48 hours
before they leave for anodizing) you will be sent an invoice for the remaining 75%
balance due immediately. Turnaround at anodizing varies depending on their
workload, however 7-10 business days has been the norm. Once we receive them
back from anodizing, they will go through final quality control and assembly for
the pieces of hardware we provide “when applicable”, get individually bagged,
packaged, and boxed up to ship. Drop shipping from anodizing can be done per
your request.
Description

MSRP

SAMPLE

25+

100+

AR-15 UPPER
71.00
51.00
48.00
45.00
STRIPPED
AR-15 LOWER 80%
67.00
50.00
48.00
44.00
STRIPPED
AR-15 LOWER 100%
71.00
58.00
54.00
50.00
STRIPPED
PRICING FOR ASSMEBLED RECEIVERS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

500+
42.00
40.00
46.00

FOR RAW FINISH ON ANY OF THE ITEMS ABOVE PLEASE DEDUCT $6 PER PART NO MATTER THE QTY.

